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Dear editors BMC

Working on novel ideas and publishing in leading specialized journals have been of our perspectives in designing and performing the submitted study.

The authors did their best to consider almost all aspects of technical, practical and ethical issues in this trial. We disclose all financial and personnel relationship that might bias my work.

Authors state explicitly there are no conflicts about this paper. Rights of patients were respected considering Helsinki declaration. The study is not published elsewhere.

Authors of this study had full excess to all the data in the study and we take complete responsibility for the integrity of the data and the accuracy of the data analysis.

Your journal as one of the pioneers in publishing articles in the area of Radiology persuades us to ask your warm cooperation for entering our work in the process of review and publication. The attempts and expertise of the authors in one of the top universities of our country seems to be a good reason for this request.

We hope to take a positive step in science.

Sincerely,

Authors of the article